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Abstract
The requirements to the personality development in modern technical or rather digital environment make the research task of integrated development of hard and soft skills in future teachers of due relevance. The review of scientific and practical publications proves that pedagogical university graduates are not prepared for the development of students’ soft skills, having quite a low level of such skills themselves. The objective of the present study is to identify a number of pedagogical conditions that can make the process of hard and soft skills’ development in future teachers effective and to substantiate a practical design of the methodological content for teacher-training departments. The research methods used include analysis of theoretical and practical observations in the field of teacher-training, of the social and labor market demands for a modern teacher in the course of sustainable development society, of the university course curricula and educational content of foreign-language teacher training departments, and pedagogical design. The methodological base of the research is presented through the philosophical concepts of the identity of natural and social processes and their interdependence, the philosophical comprehension of education and the systematic approach to the professional education. As a result, the new approach to the content development and design of educational programs offered in the paper is much broader than the traditional teacher’s multi-functionalism, in which the integrity of the profession is reduced to a set of functions that are demanded in certain conditions. In conclusion, definite and realistic measures to be taken in order to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals are offered.
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Introduction

For many countries the strategy of sustainable development of society became a guideline for decision-making in the field of social policy, solutions to environmental and economic problems after the 1992 UN Conference in Rio de Janeiro. It is viewed as a trend in society development, under which the satisfaction of the needs of the current generation does not jeopardize the satisfaction of the needs of future generations. Since then, international meetings have been aimed at discussing different aspects of the adoption of the conception of sustainable development of society in various formats; such meetings have been held on a regular basis.

In 2015, a Summit on Sustainable Development was held. One of its results was the adoption of the official document “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”.

Its significance for determining probable scenarios for the development of the vocational educational system is related to the fact that one of the goals planned to be achieved by 2030 was to ensure comprehensive quality education and to promote lifelong learning opportunities for all [13]. This document implies the development and elevation of the intellectual and spiritual principle in each person, while meeting the reasonable material needs of all people on the planet.

The main tool for achieving and establishing such a world order is the most developed science, culture and the system of education and personality development that is adequate to these tasks [14].

It should be noted that education was originally meant to have an important role in providing sustainable development [2], since it is assumed that there would be a new state of society “noosphere” (sphere of mind). Moral and spiritual values and knowledge of man living in harmony with the environment will be a key measure of the national wealth in this society.

Researchers share a narrow and broad context of sustainable development. N. N. Moiseev (1999), N. S. Kasimov and V. S. Tikunova (2003) point out that the narrow context implies an environmental component whereas the broad context is associated with a new type of the world community functioning [6], [4]. Accordingly, the tasks set for the system of vocational training are determined on different grounds. On the one hand, it is preparation of future employees for the professional activity in the sphere of environmental protection. On the other hand, it is a change of the ideological guidelines. As it was proved by academician A.P. Nazaretyan (2014), in the period of powerful production technologies, it is the ideological humanitarian component that contributes to the preservation of society and civilization as a whole for future generations [8].

The key problem of the research is related to the personal level of changes necessary for the formation of the society of sustainable development. In this respect, we agree with the authors who believe that social problems, associated with the need to get adapted to new conditions of interaction with the natural environment, are global by nature, but they can be solved exclusively through the actions of each individual.

Research methods and principles

The research is conducted in a philosophical design. We base on the axiological understanding of professionalism, the concept of which is developed by E.A. Alexandrova (2017) [7], V.A. Slobodchikov (2014) [8], V.V. Serikov (2012) [9] and others. The analysis of the existing models of professionalism, created by V.I. Blinov (2010) [10], E.A. Maximova (2012) [11], M.V. Nikitin (2016) [12] is carried out in order to identify specific ways to improve the quality of teacher training, so that young teachers are ready for the formation of sustainable development society. To achieve this goal, a conceptual and socio-philosophical analysis of the current social and economic situation and of the accumulated experience of building a professional educational system has been fulfilled. Thus, the methodological base of the research is presented through philosophical concepts of realizing the identity of natural and social processes and their interdependence. It is presented by the research work of N.N. Moiseev (1999) [4], A.P. Nazaretyan (2014) [6], N.S. Rozov (1994) [13], and others. Moreover, the philosophical comprehension of education (I.M. Osmolovskaya (2007) [14], S.A. Pisareva and A.P. Tryapitsyna (2016) [15]) and the systematic approach to the professional education (V.D. Mogilevskiy (1999) [16], N.V. Kuzmina (2002) [17], E.N. Knyazeva and S.P. Kurdymov (1993) [18]) was revealed to show that trends in teacher training depend on numerous aspects of social development.

In addition, to describe the current model of the teacher’s professionalism and to identify ways of its updating in the context of sustainable development, we have made the comparative and structural analysis of the labor market requirements, the employers’ and society demands, as well as the contextual analysis of the legal framework in the field of education and labor regulation.

Main results

We consider sustainable development to be improvement in man’s relations to society, nature, and professional activities, but not new ways of doing business, new technologies or management methods. The system of teacher training education, in this regard, is a way to ensure such development, since it not only forms the professional qualities of future specialists, but also lays down social and cultural models of behavior, defines the foundations of their axiology, sets the direction of their cultural activities, their behavior in society in the broadest sense.

N. S. Rozov (1994) formulated this idea in the context of ensuring sustainable development through the value-based consciousness [12].

We believe that the system of teacher-training education should give an adequate response to the necessity to develop the creative potential of a student due to the socio-economic concept of sustainable development. It should be a new vision of the teacher’s professionalism, as well as the processes of maintaining qualifications at an up-to-date level.

In particular, in the model of pedagogical professionalism, the central place should be occupied by a system of anthropological values that reframe the requirements for the teacher that are fixed in the work functions. These requirements cause changes in personal characteristics expressed by the corresponding orientation and characteristics of the practical activity, determined by the teacher’s readiness. The system of anthropological values includes cultural and historical memory, spiritual and moral needs, subjectivity in professional activity and reflection [5], [9]. We believe that this system of...
requirements incorporated into the content of teacher-training education should be singled out as the first pedagogical condition for our model of integrated teacher training.

The proposed approach to the definition of professionalism is as follows: external requirements, imposed on the teacher by the state, society, the market, and the university, as reflected in the specific functions of the National Professional Standards [7], [11] and the internal qualities and skills of an intending teacher that make them ready to carry out the professional duties in the development of students’ knowledge, abilities and soft skills, as well as in the development of students’ personality as a whole, their spiritual and moral constituent [9], [10]. The functional content of the requirements, passing through the system of anthropological values of the teacher, is transformed at the personal level into the corresponding orientation of the teacher, thus, comprising the second pedagogical condition of the effective use of integrated teacher-training.

In practice, it is expressed in a motivated willingness of a teacher to carry out professional pedagogical activities. The aim of this activity is not only to teach the students something connected with the subject matter of a particular field of study, but also to develop the student’s soft skills, including their critical thinking as the priority metacognitive skill, communicative competence, story-telling and creative thinking, etc. Thus, bearing in mind the necessity to train intending teachers for such professional tasks, we should definitely develop all the necessary soft skills in future teachers themselves (this is practically supported by the requirements of the educational standards in what is presented there as universal competences). Consequently, it should be noted that the main tasks the high school is facing today is necessary for:

- reproduction of knowledge,
- generation and transmission of new knowledge,
- formation of an intellectually active personality,
- creation of such educational environment that will cater for self-determination and individual development,
- ensuring maximum opportunities for the selection and implementation of individual educational trajectories.

The solution of the tasks set should contribute to the formation of a society of qualified, dynamic, creative individuals capable of self-development and of intellectual activity as a form of accumulation, systematization and generation of new knowledge. Thus, in the context of the requirements of today’s social development and relevant educational standards, teacher-training presupposes designing an activity-based integrating educational model, which should also be included into the list of particular pedagogical conditions contributing to the development of a modern teacher possessing a number of soft and hard skills developed through the integrating model.

It is assumed that if the teacher takes into account the educational opportunities of the cultural and historical environment in the realization of this job function, this will contribute to the internalization of social and cultural practices and the teacher’s readiness and willingness to update the content of educational programs on their basis. At the same time, teachers have a particular need in very concrete support that is close to teaching and the schools’ objectives. They no longer ask for abstract policies [15].

Modern society expects the teacher to show social responsibility. From this perspective, as it is seen through practice, professional requirements and in research publications, even the sense of self-responsibility and self-esteem are important skills needed for a teacher [16]. To perform the teaching activity successfully not only generalized competency is of great value, but sub-skills and personal qualities as well [17]. It is the National Curriculum and legislation in the field of education of a country, on the one hand, and social culture and norms, on the other hand, set the requirements and expectation for teachers [18]. Those responsible for professional teacher-training (governments, educational authorities and teacher-training universities) should definitely work out “a systematic and structured layout” to help “mapping the expectations and educational perception of new teachers” [19].

In fact, the expectations of the society are partly expressed in the job function associated with the career guidance activities of teachers. Moreover, current changes of the society itself find their reflection in changing expectations and, as a result, roles of teachers [20].

In preparing future teachers, it is necessary to develop their awareness of the most vital issues in regard to sustainable development of the society, including environmental issues [21]. Although perspective teachers display quite high level of understanding of what sustainable development is and what is the role of education here (as, for example, is the case in Turkey [22]), it is still a matter of validating the improvements introduced into teacher-training curricula so that new teachers have positive attitude to “raising environmental awareness, equipping individuals with positive attitudes and values, and developing their skills to ensure that appropriate behaviors emerge” [22].

We believe that if the active social position of the teacher reflects his/her spiritual and moral needs, this will add the value meaning to the personal experience and will give an opportunity to stimulate the development of students’ personal qualities at a different content level. This is equally important for adults.

The labor market demands teachers to get advanced training, which is reflected in the National Professional Standard through the job function “Organizing and conducting the work-study process and supporting a group (course)”. The subjectivity of professional activity, which is an anthropological value, contributes to the orientation of the teacher to the innovation in the professional activity. It will further turn into his motivated readiness to expand, vary and update the scope of his professional activity. Actually, considering this aspect of a teacher-training process, we can claim that this is another condition in developing future teacher’s integrated professionalism.

Finally, in any educational institution, the teacher is required to maintain the updated qualification level. The corresponding job function of the occupational standard can be defined as ensuring the implementation of educational programs at a high scientific and methodological level. Provided this function is carried out based on reflection, the teacher develops a focus on self-realization. It becomes the basis of the teacher’s readiness for creative self-realization in the profession, thus, making this constituent another crucial condition of teacher training.
Discussion

In the previous works of the authors, the task of training professional personnel for a sustainable development society was solved in the narrow context; that is, through the formation of an environmentally oriented reflexive thinking of future specialists [1]. The ideal embodiment of an environmentally oriented consciousness is the integrity of the very existence of man, human interaction with nature, the sense of man's development.

It is quite natural to expect that the substantial basis for the formation of an environmentally oriented consciousness of future teachers should be an increase in the volume of environmental information.

Undoubtedly, environmental problems should be studied both in the form of separate disciplines and in the form of interdisciplinary courses. However, the prior direction for changing the content of professional education is not just to strengthen the block of environmental disciplines, but to form a system of scientific knowledge about the process and results of interaction between man and nature as our environment. The emphasis on meeting the needs of the individual as the goal of his/her professional activity is gradually transferred to the harmonization of relations between society and nature. Social responsibility is perceived by teachers, including intending teachers, as a key factor in the transition to sustainable development [3].

Professional education involves the independence of students in the formation of an axiological attitude to environmental issues, which is later transformed into eco-oriented principles of conducting professional activities. The practical provision of a value-based attitude to environmental issues is partly connected with reflection in the educational process.

Reflection is understood to be a continuous process of self-evaluating and interpreting, supplemented by the understanding of how this behavior is seen by others and how it is reflected on them. The “others” may be an individual, society, our students or nature.

Reflective teaching, that is, the one in which reflection accompanies each stage, is time-consuming. Meanwhile, optimization of educational programs actually results in a reduction of the number of periods allotted to disciplines and courses. Hence, reflection is actually reduced to the assessment of the activity efficiency. The achievement or non-achievement of the goals set is measured, while the detection of problem situations, is often inaccessible to students due to lack of reflexive skills. As a result, there is a high probability of mastering the profession 'technically', without seeing its integrity with the surrounding world. Consequently, the separation of man from nature may increase.

In order to develop the educational content in teacher-training departments, that will be designed in accord with the identified conditions, we created a textbook “Integrated Teacher Training”. The twofold aim of the textbook is to train intending teachers of any subject in the following directions: developing such universal competence as the communicative one (through completing tasks in English) and simultaneously developing such soft skills as critical thinking, story-telling skills, and interaction skills. To achieve the aims set we selected a number of texts from open sources (mass media, scientific publications, other sources that allow the use of materials with references) in English, dedicated to the problems of education, educational systems, teaching methods, and upbringing. For these texts, varied tasks have been developed, including such activities as:

- restoring the logical sequence of the text;
- establishing cause-and-effect relationships;
- selecting arguments for ideas;
- formulating arguments;
- creating a cluster;
- creating and filling out a table;
- double diary;
- TASK (Thesis – Analysis – Synthesis – Key) analysis, etc.

Another group of activities offered for future teachers is connected with the ability to select a good set of ideas/pictures/words for composing a story with a pedagogical effect. On the one hand, such a task helps to develop story-telling skills of both teachers and students; on the other hand, their discussions based on the stories composed should help develop students’ moral and aesthetic values, attitudes and opinions, their decision-making skills and an ability to make up the reasonable choice. Thus, the intending teachers are offered a set of pictures and given tasks to compose a pedagogical story. A pedagogical story means a story that a teacher can compose together with their students, with a certain moral and value meaning, a story that has an educational effect.

Another important skill that we propose to develop in intending teachers with the help of the textbook is multicultural competence. Students are given small texts on some cultural aspect of four different countries. Mostly, the texts offered are devoted to educational systems, assessment systems, examination systems, issues related to education, relationships in an educational institution, types of schools, etc.

Finally, to develop interaction skills, students are offered a number of activities aimed at making up dialogues. The supporting tasks, including the necessary vocabulary, speech etiquette phrases, the structure of the dialogue, pre-, while- and post activities are composed.

All in all, we believe that both the structure of the textbook and the selection of the tasks offered, as well as the content of the texts and visual materials used, may lay the foundation for further development of the curriculum in the sphere of teacher training.

Conclusion

The analysis has shown that in discussions about the role of education in the formation of the concept of sustainable development, the terms ‘environmental education’ and ‘education for sustainable development’ are often identified. The focus is on changing the content of teacher training from the one that is aims at developing primarily professional (subject-matter) skills into the content aimed at developing the integrated model of a teacher possessing a number of key hard and soft skills developed at a sufficient level. However, it is obvious that the huge potential lies in the influence of teachers on the worldview.
of future specialists. Throughout the analyses of the educational, professional, standards, research papers and practical observations, we singled out a number of pedagogical conditions that contribute to the efficient development of a future teacher by means of an integrating approach. Such conditions include:
- developing a system of anthropological values that refract the requirements for the teacher;
- providing the educational environment where the functional content of the professional requirements, passing through the system of anthropological values of the intending teacher, is transformed at the personal level into the corresponding orientation of the teacher;
- designing an activity-based integrating educational model;
- developing the intending teacher’s orientation to the innovation in the professional activity that will further turn into their motivated willingness to expand, vary and update the scope of the professional activity;
- developing reflective skills of the teacher and their readiness for creative self-realization in the profession.

As a result, a serious correction of the existing educational curricula of teacher training universities is required. It should be carried out on the basis of an increase in the share of courses aimed at the formation of basic universal competencies (soft skills), the development of reflexive skills, spiritual and moral value orientations of the teacher. Such corrective and methodological activity will directly contribute to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals.
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